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Abstract

Donald Trump Pens perhaps is the first president in the history of the United States who despite of accompanying
with the policies of the Republican Party, has been seriously criticized and so controversial by some of them. But it
should be noticed that US is the same country and its supporters are the same people, but the only thing has been
changed and so make Donald Trump controversy from the moment of the election to the day that lasts less than a
year, and someone ask his impeachment, is the change of world discipline and regional and trans regional
evolutions. Therefore, there are two solutions, either the United States must continue with obstinacy of Trump and
then end up with him after five years of international struggles even war in the next presidential election, and
replaced him with the first pro-democracy woman after 231 years in the history of the United States, which does not
have  any  political  background  like  Trump, or  it  can end up this eight years process  by relying on null  power and
Donald Trump's taboo breakdown from Apartheid to regional violence.
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Introduction
Over the past few decades, United States has been able to play a

significant role in the political world as a regional and transatlantic
power in the international arena, and has been very effective in many
conflicts in the political world, Politics. Therefore, study of US
presidential election process has always been interesting to
international community, to the extent that US presidential elections to
be pursued with enthusiasm by all countries and even the people of the
world, and in the last US presidential election, the whole world is
impatiently waiting to see election which makes involvement the world
by his decisions in the field of international and global relations [1].
For this reason, all the people of the world persuade US president
policies confronting with different global problems.

An interesting point in the recent US election is election of a person
who has not only no significant and efficient political history in his
work records, but also , all the world know him as an economical and
wealthy Hollywood man. Although , his financial ability help him and
his associates to enter White House, but undoubtedly for staying in the
White House, they need some variables more than financial ability, and
at the best some of these conditions can be met with material costs.

An Iranian proverb says: "April and May the keys of the year". It
means by the first events and behaviors, we can guess what is going to
happen in the future. This proverb is true for US new president.
Although, there is another Iranian proverb “All is well that ends well”.
So there may be some changes placed, and it is better to focus on the
final work and despite of inappropriate condition of conclusion, to
evaluate all of our works [2].

Who is Trump?
Trump was born on 14 June, 1946 in Queens, New York city in a

religious family of the Presbyterian of the Protestant Christian Church.
He is the fourth of five children born on Mary Ann and Frederick
Trump married in 1936. His sister, Maryanne Trump Barry is an
attorney and an inactive Senior United States Circuit Judge of the
United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit. His mother is
Scottish immigrant and was born on the Louis Island in the west coast
of Scotland. Trump's paternal grandfathers were German-American
immigrants. His grandfather, Friedrich Dormpoff, was a successful
restaurant owner in the Klondike during gold rush and then changed
his name to English name. In his book “The art of Deal”, published in
the 1987, Trump falsely claimed, Friedrich Dormpoff is Swedish. Later,
he accepted his German descent and He served as the grand marshal of
the annual German-American Steuben Parade in 1999.

Trump entered Fordham University in Bronx. After two years, he
transferred to Wharton School of University of Pennsylvania, because
it offered one of the few real-estate studies departments in United
States academia at that time. And by inspiration of Jewish gene he was
led to this course [3]. He was graduated in 1968 with a Bachelor of
Science degree in economics. Trump married Czech model Ivana
Zelníčková, on April 7, 1977. They had three children: Donald Jr.
Ivanka and Eric. Ivanka became a naturalized United States citizen in
1988, while Trump was on his side. The couple divorced in 1991.

Maples and Trump were married two months after the birth of their
daughter Tiffany in 1993. They were divorced in 1999. In 1998, Trump
met Slovene model Melania Knauss and married in Palm Beach,
Florida in 2005. In 2006, Melania acquired United States citizenship
and she gave birth to their son Barron, fifth’s Trump child in that year.

Trump said that after graduating from university, his fortune was
200 thousands $. He started his career at his father's real estate
company, Elizabeth Trump and Son, which focused on middle-class
rental housing in the, Brooklyn, New York City, Queens and New York
Staten Island. One of the first projects of Trump during his
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undergraduate study was revitalizing the foreclosed Swifton apartment
complex in Cincinnati, Ohio, his father bought it about 5.7 million $ in
1962.

In 1971, Trump moved to Manhattan, where he was involved in
larger construction projects and applied attractive architectural design
for acquiring public encouragement. In the beginning of 1973, for the
first time, Trump drew wider attention when the US Justice
Department contended him for breaking Housing Bill accused of
exploiting 39 buildings. On the contrary, Trump accused US Justice
Department of targeting his company for its large size and forces it to
lease welfare recipients [4]. In 1975, he made compromise on the
charges and said he is satisfied with the agreement because his
organization is not forced to afford welfare aids to recipients as long as
are not qualified like other tenants

Also in 1988, Trump acquired casino, the Taj Mahal by making a
complex transaction with Merv Griffin as well as Resorts International
increased his debts. By 1989, Trump had failed to pay off their debts.
Although, he guaranteed more loans and postponed profits, but
increasing debt until 1991, Trump had gone bankrupt. Banks and
bondholders had lost hundreds of millions of dollars, but by managing
debt structure, they could rescue to somewhat and finally on the 5
October of 1991, the Taj Mahal went through a prepackaged
bankruptcy, resulting in Trump giving a 50 percent stake in the
business to its bondholders in exchange for lowered interest rates and a
longer payoff schedule. He also sold his financially difficult air lines,
selling his 282 - foot boat. In late 1990's, witnessing resurgence in the
financial situation of Trump, as Trump's father died in 1999, he divided
the estimated $300 million equally among his four surviving children.

In 2001, Trump completed a residential 72 stories Trump World
Tower, which was across from the headquarters of the United Nations.
He began construction on Trump Place, a multi-building development
along the Hudson River. Trump thereafter owned commercial space in
that 44-story mixed-use tower (hotel and condominium) in the
Columbus square [5]. Meanwhile, he is owner of several millions of
square feet of the best real estate of Manhattan.

Trump Tower is a 58-story, mixed-use skyscraper located at 725
Fifth Avenue in Midtown Manhattan, New York City constructed by
Equitable Life Insurance Company and designed by De Scutt, architect
of Soekeek Hayden Kanl Company. Nowadays, Trump is the only
owner of this tower. His house, penthouse as well as Supervisory offices
located in this tower. Also, the towers built in Turkey, Baku, Azerbaijan
and Istanbul, by Trump organization is also known as Trump Tower.

Frankness is the Key to Enter White House
Perhaps the most important factor in Donald's success in the US

presidential election was to speak out clearly and avoid double-sided
dialogue between politicians. This character makes him as Republican
final candidates despite of any political and party background. This
question is raised “which of his frank speeches make him winning the
electoral vote?”

Obviously, it can refer to his attack to US President Barak Hussein
Obama, from his critique to foreign policy to domestic policy. Of
course, these challenges and attacks focused on the traditional
Democratic rivals seemed quite natural. When, Donald courageously
attacked Obama background, history and family, US public opinion
inferred that attack and challenge to the colorists and it can be this
inference was true. In the election campaign, Donald did not clearly

deny or accept questions rose about racist issues and somehow
announced his clear support for the racism issue in the United States.
However, the previous presidents also did, but apparently gestured
against racism and they behaved differently [6]. By avoiding any dual
behavior, Trump had a fairly clear position on this matter and
practically announced he didn’t need 78 million votes of American
colored people.

Another Donald challenge was deport of legal and illegal
immigration in the US, which many believed it was political self-
defeating and early political good bye to the presidential election, but
in fact, not only it was not political self- defeating, but also it could
attract final vote for winning the election, because he was completely
aware of situation and controlled all the matters statistically and
psychologically. Perhaps attacking more than 53 million Latin –
immigrant in the US and near 10 million illegal Latin immigrants
requires encouragement. As United States is the second country with
the most Latin language speaking population about 62 million people
after Mexico with the population of 127 million people, Trump bravely
demand deporting them and it could be said this challenge was not
risk but it was an effective and decisive action for winning the election.

Trumps accuse to sexual assault and compliant and spreading his
offensive talk about 50 percent of the US women population was
another controversial event which became problematic in the
presidential election. This event either deliberately or inadvertently
redoubled his winning game and he gained best possible profit of these
events. Instead of dealing with these complaints by secretly paying
financial compensation, Trump bravely stood and became a symbol of
Americans truthfulness, accountability and willing. Also, he implicitly
announced to the elite community and US people, he is severely
opposite of harlot women and does not need their vote to reach power.

Meanwhile, he took stand in particular to the electoral politicians
that firstly did not need to vote of colorful people, immigrants and
undesirable people especially harlots and inveterate to get presidency
and enter White House. While they make up about 130 million people
in the United States, but they do not have an effective role in shaping
electoral votes.

Donald lost votes near 43 percent of the US population of 320
million, who had not affective role in the politics and were not
considered as effective population, except people who had similar
opinion with him. By this action, he showed indirectly to voter elites
that with the precise calculations done, I could easily reach the power
by dismissing this class of community and gaining other party and
nonparty elites [7]. In fact, he did not pay attention to popular votes.
He smartly declared discussion that not only was pleasing to the elites
and votes owners, but also, it was not understandable and
distinguishable for many of citizens.

On the other hand, by taking this action, Trump achieved decisive
vote and became winner of elections or he failed with little difference.
Perhaps, his braveness and frankness was the most important factor in
his success, as it was clear his intention for presidency was to try his
chance. It should be noted that Trumps personality is two dimensional
and hard. And now it can be said that his votes are reliable and firm
because he was elected considering his publicity, controversial and
decisive speaks.
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Forty-Fifth President and Fifth Minority
Donald is the fifth president who received 3 million votes less from

US population and could end the presidential campaign in his favor.
Before him, presidents like John Quinz Adams, Robert Rotherford
Hayes, Benjamin Harrison and George W. Bush could not win the
majority of general vote, but won the presidency by acquiring more
electoral votes. It is interesting that until now, these five minority
presidents were Republican Party. This party is accused of being violent
during many years.

Another significant point that played a significant role in the recent
US elections, was getting out some popular group from passivity mode
and their not concurrent according to the past centuries, as earlier
American compromise with this discrimination in the presidency
elections, in a way that everyone was deprived of the right to vote and
should be voted to the so called elites and electoral colleges who decide
for the future of the country and elect the president directly [8]. So
general citizen have not important role, that is, as there are not hard
laws that force citizens to participate, there was no possibility for
anyone to be interested in participating in the elections. However, with
the absence of public, there were still no disruptions to the presidential
election, as the Electoral College elect president, even against views of
those who introduced the elite as their representative!

Hence, regarding lack of direct role of people and citizens in the
presidential elections, we witnessed opponents in the US streets,
although with a political and logical look, we find there is obvious
weakness in these elections method designed 225 years ago. First, this
method comes back to two centuries ago, and it has been made little
modification confronting with problem. Most of reforms were made in
the first few decades, and nearly 200 years ago, the electoral law
remains intact and if there have been some minor changes, it is
because of situation and solving the presidential problems.

For the US elections, we could only say that it is contradict with the
spirit and essence of public democracy. Perhaps this system was
effective and successful for the last years, but everyone has the right to
vote and right to choose, and so leads to the street protests [9]. On the
other hand, this system of election based on the Electoral College, has
the possibility of high political corruption because the colleges are
somewhat well known and there is possibly of changing their view
about presidential candidate as directly and indirectly in different
subjects, as according to old proverb : Conscience and human values
are in two ways apart from the political balance and perhaps the best
way is going out of crisis and reforming US election law and systems!

Another very important aspect in the US presidential election is that
this law and election system and many of country's fundamental laws
determines laws frameworks, all of them established at the time slavery
system and racial segregation was a part of US culture [10]. So this is
usual, when the nineteen US Jewish President Abraham Lincoln can
hardly only partly abolish slavery and racial segregation, many of laws
and subcultures have been remained without any change, although,
Lincoln tried to make a big move and became as an American legend
by virtue of his opponents with the slavery system and racial
segregation, but today his heritage changed remarkably so this
traditional gap has been remained.

Nazism Germany Gene or Republican American
One of the family origins of Trump goes back to Nazism Germany

and also Adolf Hitler. Maybe many of his people defend him as having

racism gene and Nazism of Germans but at that time Adolf Hitler had
serious problem with Jewish while at the same time ancestry of Trump
back to Jew too. Donald Trump in fact must hate discrimination and
racism for any reason such as color or religion nationality and
language. The reason of this tacit support from apartheid in USA is not
new meditation or beaten gene but it is following constitution rules of
USA.

In fact racism in USA is old wound that become very obvious at the
first year of the presidential election because of voters and confidence
between Trump and his followers and caused violence in some places
of USA [11]. To the extent that anti-racism group bring down
thousand and five hundred and three statues of American legend that
were slavery figures and part of USA history before cancellation of
slavery system. Because of this, government transfer some of these
statues, were often in the universities, to the historical museum so that
preventing continue of this violate behavior.

Racism Spilt, Active Volcano
Without hesitate, racism will be one of the most important internal

problems of USA for Trump but however he will manage this crisis
very good and active spilt. Although he tries to prevent becoming
active and eruption of this volcanoes in his country but this internal
behavior and accident in first year of his presidency is nothing except
other crisis creation of other political groups and even some of inside
worriers because USA is same county and like past president will move
according to base of structure and framework, so it is very obvious that
Trump is innocent in this situation.

We should not forget before Trump, USA elected first black
Democratic Party (colored) president which this cause working
differences between these two to be very much. It is obvious that
expectation of people also perches in this path and his street violent
and conflict was predictable and this disagreement cannot be very
important problem for him.

Trump Iron Fist for Muslims
The most important of Donald action after becoming most powerful

person in White House was his famous immigration executive orders.
Because clearly despite many opposition of political American, Trump
severely restricted entrance of some country would be insecurity for
USA base of his idea and his consultant’s cabinet according to internal
ground rule [12]. At beginning not only American but also world
society show their reaction versus his behavior but after a period of
time that radical Islamic and Takfiris such as ISIS in Iraq and Syria
defeated but many of their survivors follow their countries path and
with regard to their ferity, mostly European countries burned on their
fury of anger. As everyday will be witness of different terrorist
operation in all over Green continent. From England to France,
Belgium, Spain, Finland and Germany struggle with these Takfiris
extremists.

Maybe the main reason of problem that European everyday burned
in fury of anger of Islamic radical and Takfiris of pretended new
Muslim is their return authorization to land of countries which fiercely
fitting with ISIS and other group of terrorist and by signing famous
immigration order Donald Trump in fact protects his government and
people of USA from radical Takfiris. Although adding name of these
countries and especially IRAN is an inimically movement and
somehow poses unilateral (independent) sanction also very cruelly but
the essence of this action already worked very well against the
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preventing of terrorist action. Although doing that shows kind of
weakness and clearing element of main problem [13-17].

Of course Donald Trump will not be only focus on the immigrating
executive rule and we should expect more hard action against Muslim
by him. Recently, Trump announced as governors confronted with Iron
fist against USA civil war and failed it in the past, today we also should
use this iron fist against Muslim in order not witness of the revengeful
movements of radical Islamists and Takfiris. Maybe this literature
seems idealistic and illogical but we should see that what Donald will
be doing in real space.

Where are Going Fighting Robots?
May be Donald's most important action in the first year of his

presidency is to contract heavy sale of military equipment and
advanced weapons to Saudis in Middle East. This contraction and sale
of weapons has been unprecedented in human history, and it can be
taken into account as a huge hazard [18]. And prior to have
economical looking at this issue, we must keep in mind that this
movement will disrupt regional balance with the presence of regional
superpower such as Islamic Republic of Iran.

However, in recent years, the two countries have entered intensely
cold war, where even the embassies of both countries were closed. It is
obvious that selling such weapons to their regional allies bring many
questions? It is also in the situation where the fire of tension with its
long-standing enemy” the Islamic Republic of Iran “is about to reach
its peak! In other hand, the cold war between two countries not only
have root in their ideology, religion and believes, but also in fact has
combined with history of two counties. As, both countries have been
waiting for this confrontation on the basis of their own religion
teachings for many years. Though, so far political men of both sides
resorted to continence as well as rationalism and have avoided any
kind of provocative movement.

But what really means “offering these huge US$ 460 billion
American weapons by Donald to one regional country”? Doubtlessly,
this military equipment such as advanced hunter warheads, fighter jets,
bombers, all kind of heavy and light weight battleships and very
advanced cannot be only for purpose of financing costs [19-23]. Since
some of the fighting equipment such as warrior robots that their
manufacturing and preparing has been banned by United Nations, can
discover in Saudi Arabia's shopping list according to unofficial news.

Warrior robots are intelligent robots that have been designed and
made as light, semi- heavy and heavy weight. These killer machines
can ship large amount of ordnance. Also, due to their high artificial
intelligence, they play a very disruptive role in the battle field. While
this robot will bring down rate of people fatality to zero, but will
penetrate to other various parts of urban warfare.

Undoubtedly, the presence of Trump in the USA presidential seat
and his very accurate and accountable behaviors unlike common
opinion which seems shallow and insane, it announce a huge transition
in the global. Now this change can bring perfect warfare against one of
the three countries which for years had old cold war with USA namely
North Korea, Venezuela and Iran. Also, it may be the strange action in
internal arena and salvation of declining American economy. But
whatever it is, with regard to Donald electoral slogans and his complex
multidimensional personality, he will adopt best exploitation for his
own country whether military attack or hard economic sanction [24].

Make America Great Again
Donald Trump with slogans of ‘’make America great again’’ start his

election campaign and by announcing his programs , he declared easily
and clearly to all American that would like to overrule political
expediency circumstances and only focus on his own country interest.
Though politician and experts believe that, Donald made stupid
mistake from beginning of his presidency until now , but with expert
and logical glance without prejudice and feeling we understand that
Donald make best possible decision for his country.

Since the election of Trump in the United States, we are witnessing a
political earthquake every day. An earthquake may shake the whole
world and bring material and spiritual damages to it. But it is beneficial
for USA. One of the benefited economic actions of Trump for USA was
coming out from some agreement and contracts and international
treaties. For instance he got out from environmental Paris agreements
in quick and decisive action and take out financial burden of this
contract from USA [25]. Though most greenhouse gases produce in
USA and most hurt to earth atmosphere come from these greenhouse
gases.

Tran’s pacific treaty is another important trade-offs between the
world's top 10 economic powers, Trump unlike democratic president
Obama thinking, got out it with right tactic. This treaty, in fact, was
commercials deal larger than North American free trade between this
country and Japanese. During Obama time, ten other members
participated in this treaty and member agreed to establish great
freedom zone for their trade.

The important point in this contract is that now 40% of the world's
total production is distributed to the consumed markets by these
member countries and they have allocated 26 percent of international
trade to themselves. Although according to available documentation,
volume of economic deals between member states of the treaty prior to
its implementation was one and half trillion dollars in the commodity
and 242 billion dollar in the services sectors. Hence Donald, in a
completely rational and expert movement, has preferred more financial
gain for the United States than a common and widespread market.
Donald knows that having a wealthy America with economic boom is
more effective than presence in every international arena to achieving
political influence [26-29]. He believes that he can achieve influence
and effectiveness from better ways so he easily got out from this treaty.

However, some of economic experts and market analysts in this
context believe that population close to 800 million in free trade zone
can boost flow of funds resources among countries so that new
emerging economics such as Chines and India unconsciously forced to
follow it. But accomplishment of pacific transit treaty not only includes
more trade restrictions that imposed on thousand goods from
American drug products to dairy products from New Zealand,
Japanese rice and Vietnamese ceramics, but also to a greater extent,
made restriction on the Washington's government in economic
fields .therefore, Trump intelligently came out of this treaty.

In other hand, Trump in unprecedented action either completely
disconnected the military budget annually paid to the countries in all
over the world on the basis of their political and regional priority or
decreased these budgets to 50 percent and instead of grant and
changed it to international short term loan. For instance during
Obama presidency, the United States donated to the Egyptian army
and Egyptian government from $1.3 billion in the first year to $1.5
billion in the last years. Or even did much more financial assistance to
Pakistan army and country in past years. Today, with Donald presence,
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this financial assistance has been completely cut off or will be paid in
short –term international load with significantly decrease [30].

Most Donald's economic decisions are very effective and practical
and maybe he is the only person who can be savior of declining
economy of the United States. One of proceedings that we will soon see
is division of NATO military budget between 28 countries that are
membership of North Atlantic Treaty organization. Already, nearly 70
percent of this budget provided by USA. Donald emphasized that this
would not happen for NATO budget of 1.5 billion Euros during his
presidency and it will be very great help for various economic sectors
in United States. Since this budget is variable and NATO costs has been
estimated at nearly $46 billion during last three years, so obviously we
will see decrease of US economic assistance to NATO. Regarding to
critical economic problems in Euro domain countries such as Greece,
Spain, Portugal and Italy, it could be expected that NATO to be limited
or collapsed in near future.

Donald will cut off the UN's huge budget of $7 billion and $300
million in 2017. Since, more than 40 % of United Nation budget was
already provided by USA. Today Trump emphasized that like North
Atlantic Treaty organization (NATO), any country should fairly pay its
economic contribution to United Nation and other international
institutions which are their members. So that, certainly other countries
contribution will be grow significantly in the united nation.

Decreasing or cutting budget only make inefficient or ceremonially
the most important international organization. Though nearly 140
countries were previously exempted from paying United Nations costs,
but with this process it is possible a number of 193 unwanted members
will exit from United Nations due to their inability to pay their
membership fees [31-33]. So, this decrease of member will decline
following mission of this organization as well as it makes difficult
preventing many arbitrary international actions even war.

Undoubtedly in next steps Donald is following other problems
which have cumbersome USA in other territory such as nuclear deal
with Iran. Donald knows well that agreement with Iran perhaps hasn’t
any benefits for two parties, but USA despite of this agreement and
other confidential provisions can only be taken on the path of the past,
namely sanctions. Therefore, it is not far from the mind that he
disregards this agreement or rejects it in order to gain more money and
improve economic situation of his country. So that he can put Iran
under greater pressure and earn more revenue [34].

Donald's Multi-Dimensional Character
Donald Trump has higher emotional intelligence compared to last

US presidents or even his electoral rivals. He has experienced pre-
presidential affairs in different fields and has always played an
important role. In not so long years ago, Donald was walking on the
golf course as well as wrestling with a suit in a rig. He is the one who
has enough expertise in American economic challenges and has
already experienced the economic downfall in his empire. In addition
his active presence in the sport at various rude and subtle levels has
shown that he is capable person in the cultural and artistic fields. He
has been active in the TV shows as he has been able to make a star on
the Hollywood slate. He is writer of more than 18 books, their most
famous and important are: "Trump: The Art of the Deal", "Trump:
surviving the top", "Trump: The Art of the comeback" and "The
America we Deserve”.

Conclusion
Looking at Donald Trump life and his decision making, we

understand not only he has not done no structural, political or
programmatic mistakes yet, but also precisely proceed within the
framework of the principles and general principles of domestic and
foreign policy of the United States and it can be easily said he is
innocent in different fields especially in the racism as well he showed
the best possible method and the most right behavior based on US
laws, circumstances and culture. Also in other cases, he is trying to
eliminate or lessen American problems with the logical and accurate
decision making in favor of US and people of his country [35-37].

Perhaps the only factor that made some of Donald's decisions seem
strange and unrealistic is the change in world order and move to a new
discipline in the world. The term hegemony may not exist externally,
and it is only a theoretical definition and today cannot unwillingly
dominate on the governments and nations. Perhaps his behaviors is
correct and in the logical frameworks of the United States, but no
longer consistent with the new world discipline and human rights.
However, it can be explicitly stated that Donald only wants to be the
president of the United States.

What is certain is that Donald has already shown reasonable
behavior to the United States if he is to maintain this process properly
and well, but it is unlikely to continue on this path. He must know any
mistake that comes from Donald will affect the United States and its
periphery around. If his intention is launching a military strike against
any country, Iran or North Korea causes irreparable damage the world
[38]. Merely an attack on Iran is enough to not only Israel will
disappear from the world map forever, as well all US bases and soldiers
in the Middle East will be ruined. Hence does not seem that Donald
wants to make a global mistake to pay his cost, a military strike against
North Korea is no exception.

On the other hand, US internal structures are such that they can
easily restrain the president and still did not see and clearly will not see
any decisive action against Donald Trump in the United States.
Although, there may raise some debates about his impeachment or halt
some of Donald's orders by American executive, but these behaviors
are more likely to reduce political tensions in the country, and it is
impossible for him to be abandoned by the congress [39]. After US
Trump hurricane, US needs a relative calmness with the promise of a
Democratic woman, a woman who like Trump does not have any
political record on her work resume, and will be the first female
president of this very powerful country!
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